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CAS E  S T UDY

Ceres Organic Foods
A New Home For NZ’s Most Sustainable Food
 
Back in 1982, a group of people decided that organic food products were the way of the future 

and Ceres Organics was born. 

Today, Ceres distributes to an extensive and growing organic food store network across New Zealand and Australia which demands Ceres whole 

food products. In September 2013, Ceres moved into a new headquarters on Carbine Road in Mt Wellington Auckland - the first 5-star plus 

ecological warehouse to be built in New Zealand. This exceptional new distribution facility features a stunning new office facility at the front 

roadside end of the site and a large distribution facility to the rear, purpose designed to meet the needs of the business.delivers.” With over 12 

prison projects successfully completed around New Zealand, Hampden Fence can offer the expertise needed to deliver on the most complex 

high security projects.
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For more information please visit www.hampden.co.nz or call the Hampden team.

Key Project Facts:
Pipe & Mesh Fencing with additional barbed wire security

Hampden Fence helped Ceres to secure its new site with high quality, New Zealand made Pipe & Mesh chainlink fencing (in a black PVC finish) 

with additional barbed wire security on top.  The black PVC finish allows the pipe & mesh chainlink fencing to subtly blend into its surroundings - 

which ensure the site remains highly secure, but without the overall impression of a prison or fortress.  Robust and proven effective, Pipe & Mesh 

chainlink fencing with the added security of barbed wire still remain one of the most effective perimeter fencing options available.

A range of Custom Gate Solutions for easy egress on site

At the entrance to the site, Ceres wanted to make a bold statement, to complement its impressive new office facilities. A custom automated 

sliding gate was installed between large feature stone entrance walls with a stylish modern twist. A manual pedestrian gate was added next to 

the office area, and inner gates on site are Black PVC Pipe & Mesh with Automation.

The various gate specifications were as follows:
Custom Gates

100 x 100 SHS gate posts | 50 x 50 SHS gate frames with 16mm tubes | 2m high | Automation

Pedestrian Access Gate

100 x 100 SHS gate posts | 50 x 50 SHS gate frames with 16mm tubes | 2m high | Manual

Internal Access Gate

Black PVC Pipe & Mesh Chainlink | Automation

Sliding Access Gate

Titan Tubular Steel 2 Rail | Powder coated Black | Manual


